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PRODUCT: Spectrum® Bright Purple Presoak

Stock # 1301

Description: An effective, highly concentrated, deep cleaning low-pressure detergent.
Begins the deep cleaning process that is followed by the high-pressure
detergent application.

Color: Bright Purple
Scent: Fresh Fruity
Foaming Ability: High
Features

=

Benefits

Bright Purple Color
Clean Fragrance
Good Cleaner
Not Harsh
Titratable

=
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Customer appeal at use dilutions.
More customer appeal.
Produces results.
Easy on equipment and people.
Quickly determine dilution ratio

Application

Dilution Ratios

Self-Serve Systems
Foam or Spray - Low-pressure presoak

Strongest
1:60

Weakest
1:100

Average
1:80

Required strength of product dilution will vary depending on cleaning conditions and type
and condition of equipment used.

Guidelines for Application
Water Use SOFT WATER for best performance! In hard water (over 0 grains)
Quality: increase strength by 10% for each grain of water hardness (1:60 + 10% =
1:54). Trying to clean in frictionless washes with water over 2 grains of
hardness is not recommended.
Solution Most self-serves will use cold water, but cleaning will improve if applied with
Temperatures: warm (100-120oF) water. Warm water is especially recommended in colder
weather.
Dwell time: Allow a minimum of 30 seconds prior to following with either a high-pressure
wash or high pressure rinse.
Special When a self serve uses one product for low pressure presoak and tire cleaner use
Instructions: Spectrum Bright Purple Presoak between 1:30 and 1:40.
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Alternative Products

Spectrum Low Pressure Pre-soak: Apply at a dilution between 1:60 and 1:100
One Step Plus: Apply at a dilution between 1:100 and 1:150
Horizon™ A high foaming and scented frictionless detergent. Use at about 1:150
Advantage® or Performix® Premium alkaline presoaks with reclaim settling abilities.

Determining Dilution Ratio
Due to the high level of color in this product, titration is not possible. Use the following method:
Determine the volume of the Hydrominder tank and measure draw of raw product vs. diluted
product, see CSI “HYDROMINDER DILUTION RATIO CHART” for instructions.
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